Designing Minangkabau Idiomatic Expression Comic Strips for Cultural Literacy
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Abstract. Minangkabau is one of the tribes in Indonesia that tends to use figurative language. However, as technology advances, its use has begun to diminish. One of the reasons is the young generation's lack of understanding of the meaning of the figurative language. This paper describes the effort to enhance the knowledge and understanding of Minangkabau idioms. The use of Minangkabau idioms is now suspected to be diminishing due to the limited knowledge of the younger generation of the idiom meaning. One attempt to reintroduce the meaning of the Minangkabau idiom is through transformation into an image form. This research collects idioms that are directly related to daily life. Selected idioms that carry moral contents and daily life guidance are transformed into visual forms, comic strips, and illustrations. It is expected, the transformation will increase knowledge and facilitate the understanding of the younger generation, especially towards the Minangkabau idioms. In other words, this research is one of the efforts to revitalize and socialize Minangkabau traditional culture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Idioms, or a group of words, are metaphoric and symbolic. They are meant to express something but by using other things, symbols, or commonly known as figurative language. This is what differentiates idioms from other group of words (phrases and compound words). Other forms of expressions that are commonly known include proverbs, bywords, sayings, petitih, bual, and others. In terms of forms and meanings, idioms are a group of words not deducible from individual words that establish them.

Due to their symbolic nature, idioms are considered difficult to understand. Utami and Munir [1] concluded after conducting a research that the connection between texts and contexts in statements that use idioms are crucial to gain meaning. Pratiwi [2] stated that revealing the meaning of idioms uttered in the daily life are often difficult to do as they require knowledge, sensitivity, and intelligence in connecting the texts and contexts.

Due to the complexity of their elements, many idioms emerge as learning tools about the daily life, especially in traditional societies. Sartini [3] gained identified five Javanese local wisdoms in the idiom bebasan, seloka, dan paribasan, or politeness, energy, inter-human relationship, relationship between man and God, and bad behavior. Haryanto [4] also stated that traditional idioms play a key role in maintaining relationships among people of different
faiths. Meanwhile, Hamid [5] discovered seven citizenship themes in a study on idioms in Sundanese language, which are hospitality, politeness, self-awareness, humbleness; patience, sincerity, whole-heartedness, transparency, straight/honesty; friendly, likes to help; dedication, readiness and alertness; firm in defending honor, gallant, bold and courageous; diligence, persistence, steady, quality-oriented (hard working and smart); fair and wise.

Compared to metaphors, idioms are more complex as they are comprised of a group of words. Thus, it will affect the process and meaning. Hartono [6] stated that the level of acceptance and readability of metaphors are higher than idioms. Knowledge on reference (context) in its connection to texts became a crucial factor.

Being one of the ethnics rich with traditions, Minangkabau is also rich with expressions. Figurative language is one of the important elements in social interactions in Minangkabau. Lindawati [7] said Minangkabau people use figurative language to maintain politeness when speaking. Minangkabau people use figurative language to convey their thoughts, during debates, or while giving advice to other people.

It is safe to say that figurative language is used very commonly in the everyday life of the Minangkabau people. As a product of the tradition in speaking, the function of figurative language for the community is very complex. For Minangkabau people, using a figurative language is not just a way to demonstrate politeness when giving advice and life guidance. However, as time goes by, knowledge and understanding of the figurative language start to diminish. Therefore, efforts to enhance knowledge and understanding of the types of Minangkabau idioms and their meaning are necessary.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

Studies on the methods and techniques in understanding idioms have been made. Boers [17] concluded that knowledge of the meaning of the origin of the words in the idiom and the origin of the idiom can help give a whole understanding to the meaning. Also on the same page, Tsiplakou[18] stated that the people with the same mother tongue will have the ability to easily understand the implicit meaning contained in the idiom that came from their group (location, ethnic, language). Meanwhile, Geeraert [19] said it would be easier to understand the meaning by modifying the idiom while still connecting it to its true to its context.

The studies above are carried out with the intention to preserve the existence of the complex and symbolic idioms in conversations due to the messages contained in them. Efforts to manage idioms to make them easy to understand have been conducted through several ways. One of the alternatives is to transform them into visual forms. The visual form (comics) can pull the readers into an indirect interaction with the writer to understand the message in the text. The comic visual form is also the right learning tool for readers to develop knowledge and interest on certain things[20]–[24]. In its context to the Minangkabau idioms, the transformation of idioms into a visual form (comics) can bring readers closer to the tradition and to understand the concept of alam takambang jadi guru [25], [26].

One attempt to reintroduce the meaning of the Minangkabau idiom is through transformation into an image form. This research collects idioms that are directly related to daily life. Selected idioms that carry moral contents and daily life guidance are transformed into visual forms, comic strips, and illustrations. The first step is interpreting the idiom. Visualization of the meaning of the Minangkabau idiom based on the interpretations is done in a form that is easily accepted by readers of all ages.
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In practice, idioms are not only used in non-formal conversations. They are also used in formal speeches to convey intentions and purposes as often seen in events or activities related to culture and tradition such as in marriages. Idioms and figurative language are often used in ceremonies to propose a marriage and during wedding events. The use of figurative language is interesting and entertaining for the people as they can reduce tensions and yet in a polite manner. Nowadays, the use of figurative language has spread to formal academic and non-academic speeches. The use of figurative language in academic and non-academic contexts is to show the humorous side of the speaker [8].

For the people of Minangkabau, using figurative language is very common and is a daily scene in delivering their intentions and purposes. According to Zabadi [9], Minangkabau people seemed to have an unwritten agreement in using and understanding idioms. Bakato kieh is one of the philosophies in speaking to teach harmony in groups.

According to Navis [10], figurative language in Minangkabau is categorized as sayings, proverbs, mamangan, pituah, pameo, petitih. Navis made the categories based on forms, functions and meanings. Saying is a two-word figurative language. A proverb is a saying added with a certain word. Mamangan is a figurative language that contain lessons on life, instructions, advices, and restrictions. Pituah is figurative language that contain lessons about ethics. Pameo is figurative language that contain contradictions. Petitih is figurative language that carry the meaning of equality.

The categories made by Navis shows that the Minangkabau people are rich with figurative language. The message contained in each form of idiom show the complexity of the figurative language and they also show how they absorb the Minangkabau philosophy alam takambang jadi guru.

Minangkabau idioms are known to contain magic elements related to the belief of their people. For them, idioms possess the power to describe the relationship between the human life and the nature around them [11]; professions, marriages, traditional healings, households, phenomena of nature, and death [12]; and all that are always connected to the lessons about personal lives and community [13]–[16].

On the other hand, it is also often found that the meaning of the idioms used didn’t match the intentions and purposes. Lindawati [7] said many were very different and even far from the true meaning (mamangan). She added that because of the disharmony of the construction of meaning and their contradictory, the meaning of the idiom tends to differ from the intentions and purposes. As an example, duduak sorang basampik-sampik duduak basamo balapang-lapang' feeling cramped sitting alone, but roomy when sitting together’. Logically, the idiom sounds contradicitive and odd. The construction of sorang ‘alone’ is associated with sampik ‘cramped’ and basamo ‘together’ with lapang ‘roomy’.

Previous studies on Minangkabau idioms showed that the level of knowledge of the young Minangkabau generation on lexicons and specific Minangkabau terms is much lower compared to those of the older generations. It’s likely that the preference to speak the Minangkabau language also brought an impact towards the young generations’ level of knowledge on Minangkabau proverbs and idioms. This is somehow ironic because for the Minangkabau people, they should converse using parables and negotiate using figurative language [16].

The low literacy on vocabularies, group of words, idioms, and their meaning can be minimized by balancing them with the right introductory methods and techniques. In this case, in the form of visual, either stories with pictures, comics or comic strips.
3.1 The expression *gadang sarawa*

The expression *gadang sarawa* originated from the words *gadang* ‘big’ and *sarawa* ‘pants’. However, the expression didn’t mean big pants or big-sized pants. Based on the context, the expression *gadang sarawa* means cowardice, easily afraid, or arrogant.

![Figure 1. Comic strip on the expression *gadang sarawa*](image)

For Minangkabau people, pants are not only meant to cover skins but they are also used to show social status. The expression also tells the Minangkabau to conduct themselves and to behave appropriately [27]–[30].

The expression contained advice to men to be brave in dealing with matters, to not be afraid, it teaches them about self-control and that they don’t run away from problems. The expression also teaches that a coward man would be a laughing stock. The visual on (Figure 1) would help readers to easily understand the meaning of the expression *gadang sarawa* which means a coward.

3.2 The expression *duduak ubi*

*Ubi* (cassava) is very close to the heart of the Minangkabau people. Aside from coconuts, cassava is tuber where people can use every part of it. The Minangkabau people love to eat cassava leaves as their vegetable dish and use the cassava to create various types of traditional food.

The expression *duduak ubi* ‘sitting like cassava’, does not mean sitting pensive and stay quiet like a cassava plant. It has a wider meaning than the words that form the expression, sitting and cassava. It offers several meanings. First, the expression means doing works that should bring in results. Humans should copy the cassava roots which continue to grow bigger despite their invisibility because they are underground.
The expression is also used to train people to have sensitivity and a critical attitude. Training to have a critical attitude is an advice for children and teenagers so that they are sensitive towards their environment. Sensitivity and critical attitude can be learned from nature such as from the cassava plant. Second, it teaches children and teenagers to control themselves and to not rush when dealing with matters. Third, image building. Children and teenagers are taught to build their image, to always remain calm and to be resourceful to others just like the cassava roots that always keep growing (Figure 2).

3.3 The expression baliang-baliang di puncak bukik

The expression baliang-baliang di puncak bukik ‘propellers on top of the hills’ teaches about how to live in a community. As a description, propellers will start moving when the wind blows. Propellers can also be used to show the wind direction due to its shape.

Given that propellers always follow the direction where the wind blows, the expression is about a person with no principle. This person would go wherever the wind blows. This expression is similar to another Minangkabau idiom, bak pucuk aru, which also means a man...
without principle. This idiom contains advice and guidance to control one self and think before taking any action. The expression also teaches one to have solidarity, to not only think of only one self and disregard other people as it will only harm yourself. The messages are described in the visualization of the broken propellers by a strong wind (Figure 3).

Through visualization, the transformation from text to pictures, traditional expressions are hoped to be more acceptable and easier to understand for readers, especially children [31]. They can be used not only as a learning topic on traditional contents but also as a learning topic on Minangkabau contents.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The transformation of the Minangkabau idioms into visual comic strips was not meant to reduce the meaning contained in the expressions. On the other hand, the transformation is hoped to pull the young generation closer to the traditional cultural products. The contents in the Minangkabau idioms should not diminish or become extinct because less and less people are using them. The transformation is part of the efforts to transfer knowledge and understanding about the lessons of life of the Minangkabau people who absorb the philosophy alam takambang jadi guru.
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